We show that if R is a semiperfect ring with essential left socle and rl K s K for every small right ideal K of R, then R is right continuous. Accordingly some well-known classes of rings, such as dual rings and rings all of whose cyclic right R-modules are essentially embedded in projectives, are shown to be continuous. We also prove that a ring R has a perfect duality if and only if the dual of every simple right R-module is simple and R [ R is a left and right CS-module. In Sect. 2 of the paper we provide a characterization for semiperfect right self-injective rings in terms of the CS-condition. ᮊ 1997 Academic Press w x According to S. K. Jain and S. Lopez-Permouth 15 , a ring R is called á right CEP-ring if every cyclic right R-module is essentially embedded in a Ž . projective free right R-module. In a recent and interesting article by J. L. w x Gomez Pardo and P. A. Guil Asensio 9 , right CEP-rings were shown tó be right artinian. In this paper we will show that such rings are right Ž . continuous, and so R is quasi-Frobenius if and only if M R is a right 2 w x w x CEP-ring. This result extends some of the work in 14 and 15 . We will also show that right CEP-rings inherit some of the important features Ž . which are known to hold for pseudo-and quasi-Frobenius rings, such as i
w x According to S. K. Jain and S. Lopez-Permouth 15 , a ring R is called á right CEP-ring if every cyclic right R-module is essentially embedded in a Ž . projective free right R-module. In a recent and interesting article by J. L. w x Gomez Pardo and P. A. Guil Asensio 9 , right CEP-rings were shown tó be right artinian. In this paper we will show that such rings are right Ž . continuous, and so R is quasi-Frobenius if and only if M R is a right 2 w x w x CEP-ring. This result extends some of the work in 14 and 15 . We will also show that right CEP-rings inherit some of the important features Ž . which are known to hold for pseudo-and quasi-Frobenius rings, such as i Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Soc R s Soc R , ii J R s Z R s Z R , iii R is left and right R R R R Ž . Kasch, and iv R admits a Nakayama permutation of its basic primitive idempotents.
Ž . Ž . Ž . A ring R is called a D-ring dual ring if rl I s I and lr L s L for every right ideal I and every left ideal L of R. We will show that D-rings are left and right continuous and as a result, R will have a perfect duality Ž . if and only if M R is a D-ring. 2 These results are direct consequences of a more general result which will be proved in Theorem 1.7 of this paper. We will show that if R is a ess Ž . semiperfect ring with Soc R : R and rl K s K for every small right R R Ž . ideal K of R then R is right continuous and rl A s A for every right ideal A of R.
w Motivated by the work of J. L. Gomez Pardo and P. A. Guil Asensio 9, x 10 we will also prove the following results:
Ž .
A R is a right CS-ring which is left and right Kasch if and only if R is semiperfect right continuous with essential right socle.
B R is a left and right CS-ring and the dual of every simple right R-module is simple if and only if R is semiperfect left and right continuous Ž . Ž . with Soc R s Soc R is essential as a left and as a right R-module in R R R . Moreover in this case R admits a Nakayama permutation of its basic set of primitive idempotents.
C R has a perfect duality if and only if the dual of every simple right S-module is simple and S is a left and right CS-ring, where S s Ž . M R . Ž . Ž . Ž . J M , Z M , Soc M , and E M the Jacobson radical, the singular submodule, the socle, and the injective hull of M, respectively. The left Ž . Ž .Ž resp. right annihilator of a subset X of R is denoted by l X resp. Ž .. r X . We will write M to indicate to a direct sum of k-copies of M. 
CONTINUOUS RINGS
We begin with the following lemma which is of independent interest and Ž has several interesting consequences which will be presented and dis-. cussed after we prove the main results of this section. Recall that a submodule N of a module M is said to lie over a direct summand of M if there exist submodules L and
Proof. Since R is semiregular, every finitely generated submodule of R Ž k . lies over a direct summand. Suppose A ( B , where B is a sum-
. Then A is a finitely generated projective right R-module. Let C and D be submodules of 
Ž .
ii R is left and right Kasch. follows that R 1 y e x s Rf for some f s f g R. Since e is the sum of k Ž . primitive orthogonal idempotents of R, it follows that 1 y e and hence f Ž . is the sum of n y k orthogonal primitive idempotents of R. 
Ž . and y g l bK . Then ybK s 0 and so yb g Rb l l K , which implies Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ybx s 0 and y g l bx . Thus l bx = l bK and hence bx g rl bx : rl bK s bK, since bK is a small right ideal of R. Thus bx s bk, for some b g K, Ž . Ž . Ž . i.e., x y k g r b and x g K q r b , which completes the proof.
Ž . LEMMA 1.5. Suppose R is semiperfect and rl K s K for e¨ery small right Ž .
ideal K of R. Then rl T s T, for e¨ery right ideal T of R.
Proof. Since R is semiperfect, T lies over a direct summand of R, i.e., R s e R [ e R, such that e R : T, T l e R is a small right ideal, and
Ž . e se and e s e are idempotents of R. Ž . THEOREM 1.7. Suppose R is semiperfect, Soc R : R, and rl K s K Ž . ᭙x , . . . , x g E M there exists X : E M such that x , . . . , x g X and 
Ž .
Remark. If we replace condition iii in Proposition 1.13 above by requiring the ring to be left finite dimensional, then R will be left artinian and need not be quasi-Frobenius. Being left artinian will follow from Ž . w x wx Proposition 1.10, iv of Lemma 1.2, and 3, Lemma 6 . In 2 , Bjork has an example of a two-sided artinian local right CEP-ring which is not quasiFrobenius.
If R is a commutative ring then R is mininjective if and only if Ž . rl K s K for every minimal ideal K of R. We provide in the next proposition a large class of commutative continuous rings which are not necessarily self-injective. 
Ž . i R is a right CS-ring which is left and right Kasch.

Ž .
ii R is right Kasch and a right continuous ring.
iii R is a semiperfect right continuous ring with essential right socle.
Ž . Ž .
Proof. i ª ii By Lemma 1.15, R satisfies the right C2-condition and so R is right continuous.
Ž . Ž . w x ii ª iii By 10, Corollary 2.7 , R has a finitely generated essential right socle. In particular R has no infinite sets of orthogonal idempotents. w x By the work of Utumi in 25 , R is a semiregular ring and hence semiperfect.
Ž . Ž . 
is a left and right Kasch left and right CS-ring.
Ž . ii R is a left and right CS-ring, and the dual of e¨ery simple right R-module is simple.
Ž . Ž . iii R is semiperfect left and right continuous ring with
i R has a perfect duality. 
Ž . Ž . ii R is left and right Kasch and R [ R is a left and right CS-module.
Ž . Ž . iii The dual of e¨ery simple right R-module is simple and R [ R is a left and right CS-module.
Ž . iv The dual of e¨ery simple right S-module is simple and S is a right
COROLLARY 1.19. Suppose R is a left Kasch ring and Ł R is an arbitrary direct product of at least two copies of R. Then the following conditions are equi¨alent:
Ž .
i Ł R is a right CS-module.
Ž .
ii Ł R is injecti¨e as a right R-module. 
is right countably ⌺-injective. Thus R is quasi-Frobenius by a well-known w x result of C. Faith 6 . The converse is clear.
Next we turn our attention to some of the applications of Lemma 1.1 as we promised earlier in the paper.
Ž . Recall that a ring R is called right principally injective p-injective if every R-homomorphism from a principal right ideal of R into R is given by left multiplication by an element of R.
Ž . PROPOSITION 1.21. i A ring R is right continuous if and only if R is a Ž . Ž . semiregular right CS-ring with
ii The following conditions on a ring R are equi¨alent: The next result is also of independent interest and generalizes some of the work by J. Rada and M. Saorin on semiregular right FGF-rings. A ring R is right FGF-ring if every finitely generated right R-module embeds in a free module. Our work depends on the recent discovery by J. L. Gomeź Pardo and P. A. Guil Asensio that every right Kasch right CS-ring has w x finitely generated essential right socle 10 , and the following fact which w x Ž␣.
can easily be verified 11 : R is a CS-module if and only if every R ␣-generated right R-module is a direct sum of a projective module and a singular module, where ␣ is any cardinal number. In fact our argument below also shows the connection between some of the work of Rada and w x w x Saorin 22 and that of Gomez Pardo and Guil Asensio 9 .
Ž .
Ž . PROPOSITION 1.22. Suppose R is semiregular with J R s Z R .
R
Ž .
i If e¨ery cyclic right R-module embeds in a free module, then R is right artinian and right continuous.
ii If e¨ery 2-generated right R-module embeds in a free module, then R is quasi-Frobenius. . Thus every cyclic right R-module is a direct sum of a projective module and a singular module, from which it w x follows that R is a right CS-ring. Thus R is right artinian 10 . By Theorem 1.7, R is right continuous.
Proof. i If
Ž .
Ž . ii As in the proof of i above, if M is a 2-generated right R R-module, then M is a direct sum of a projective module and a singular Ž2.
Ž . module. Thus R is a right CS-module. By Proposition 1.21 ii , R is right self-injective. Since R is also right Kasch, a well-known result of Osofsky w x 21 asserts that R has finitely generated essential right socle. Thus every cyclic right R-module has finitely generated essential socle, from which we infer that R is right artinian and hence quasi-Frobenius.
SEMIPERFECT SELF-INJECTIVE RINGS
In this section we characterize semiperfect right self-injective rings in Ž . terms of R [ R being a right CS-module. Our work here is motivated 
CS-module, and J R
iii R has DCC on principal projecti¨e right ideals, is right quasicontin-Ž . uous, and R [ R is a right CS-module. R Ž .
Ž . Proof. ii ª i Since R has DCC on projective principal right ideals and R is a right CS-ring, we infer that R has no infinite sets of orthogonal idempotents and so R is right finite dimensional. Again, since R is a right CS-ring, we can write R s e R [ иии [ e R, where each e R is uniform.
projective and embeds in some e R, 1 F t F n. [ e R. Let T s e R q aR . If e R l T / 0 and e R l T / 0 for some t g 1, . . . , n . Thus e R properly contains a copy j t t t j of itself, which produces an infinite strictly descending chain of principal Ž . projective right ideals of R in e R, a contradiction. Thus E e R is finitely t i generated and hence isomorphic to some e R, 1 F t F n. In particular
E R s [ E e R is finitely generated and projective and so R is a R i i s 1 . E e R and hence e R s E e R and again e R is injective. Thus R is right
self-injective. Inasmuch as R is also right finite dimensional, we infer that R is a semiperfect ring.
Ž .
Remarks.
i 
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